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“BRANDS ARE TRYING SO HARD TO 
“FIT IN”, BUT FORGOT HOW TO 

“STAND OUT”
Oktora irahadi

OKTORA IRAHADI 
Instagram @oktorairahadi
Transformation Digital Strategist
• Head of Communication SIBERKREASI
• Founder madingsekolah.id
• Chief Executive Officer INFINA.ID

Curriculum Vitae
• 2005 - 2008, General Manager RIM
• 2009 - 2010, General Manager Provoke 

magazine
• 2009 - 2014, Broadcaster CosmopolitanFM 90,4
• 2010 - 2012, Category Manager Multiply.com
• 2012 - 2015, Account Director Mirum Indonesia
• 2015 - 2019, Managing Director CameoProject
• 2020 - Now, CEO INFINA

http://siberkreasi.id
http://madingsekolah.id
http://infina.id
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A one-stop marketing platform for SME that will help 
Indonesian SMEs to be Indonesia Champion. With the 
spirit of helping each other, UKM will meet with 
influencers who will help all the SMEs needs to run their 
business more efficiently, easily and effectively, while 
developing the potential that influencers have.

With its vision to make Indonesia Prosperous, INFINA 
wants all Indonesian people to be able to work, be 
empowered, independent and prosperous.

Let's join and #RISETOGETHER for Indonesia!

About INFINA

INFINA APPS on Playstore 

>17.600 Influencers
1.000 - 320.000 followers 
Instagram, Tiktok & twitter  

>3.600 SME

@infina.id 
>15.200 Followers.

 www.infina.id 
70 thousand new user
+/- 500 traffic/day

Telegram
Influencer 1.000 user
SME 3.100 user



Internet 
users in 
Indonesia.
sources: GWI 2019, APJII 2020, AD Reaction, 
Multiscreen research, Millward-Brown, 2014

273,4 mio

Indonesians

212,26 mio

internet user

73,9%

total user

66%

13-35 y.o

36%

uni grad

72%

urban

57,50%

java

51,5%
48,5
%

Daily media 
consumptions

9hrs 
Connected using 
mobile devices.

50% 
Multi screen 

behaviour

37% 

Social networking and searching 
are the most popular online activities.

The young, urban and educated rule 
the internet in Indonesia



PATH TO PURCHASE

Appear on our market digital behaviour.



ALL CONTENTS & MATERIALS ON THIS PRESENTATION BELONGS TO MIRUM. NO PARTS ON THIS PRESENTATION MAY BE REPRODUCED, COPIED, STORED, TRANSMITTED FOR ANY MEANS WITHOUT WRITTEN PERMISSIONS FROM MIRUM

35%
price 
comparison site

35%
brand site

search engine

How they found a brand?
Online channel to looking 
information from brand?

What they want brand to 
provide to be engage with

What their motivation 
to purchase?

TV ads

brand site

article review

search engine

consumer review

social network

brand site

innovative product

improve knowledge

help my daily life

valued customer review & 
recommendation

discount/promo

liked or endorsed in 
social media

55%

50%

44%

38%

65%

50%

47%

42%

35%

29%

28%

22%

50%

44%

30%

27%
access to exclusive 

content 

AWARENESS CONSIDERATION ENGAGE TRIAL

DIGITAL PATH TO PURCHASE OF 
HEALTH CONSCIOUS MOMS

Global Web Index, Q2 2015 data :  Indonesian Health Conscious Woman, 28-35 YO, 120-200 and >200 annual household income, interest in health, food, live in 
Jakarta.



Global web index Mei 2020

Everyone, every brand went online for their activities

Changes in Media consumption 
After Outbreak



This is what happens in the 
world of the internet every 
minute.

Content Flows to indulge 
users regardless of age, 
education level and 
geography



They follow people who can 
provide refreshment on a daily 
/ regular basis, which is why 
they love to follow Influencers

DAILY 
REFRESHMENT

Look for something fresh every 
day and enjoy it to the fullest 

until they get bored in seconds.

NATURAL BORN BORED

“type first, think later.”

YES, they "type first, 
think later."

REACTIVE IS COMING ALTERNATIVE FOR “SOCIAL 
STATUS” SYMBOL

LOVES TO GET 'COOL' STATUS 
AND RECOGNITION FROM 

OTHERS

“Kapan Lagi” 
“Kesempatan terakhir”
“Ga ada lagi penawaran 
semacam ini”
etc

“Temen kamu udah, kamu 
kapan?” 
“Kesempatan terakhir”
“Yakin ga mau coba?”
etc

“Cerita sukses” 
“Cerita gagal”
“Kenalin Infleuncer”
etc



Content circulation/trend 
become shorter and

trend come and go, as all brand 
“fight” in digital regarding their 

target audience
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Social Media Algorithm create 
“Echo chamber”, limiting reach 

of a particular content

Not only reach, content need 
to get the frequency to really 
make sure people notice and 

buy our products.

DIGITAL CHALLENGE



2 of top 3 
most-used 
sources of 
news and 
information are 
peer-influence
d media

Edelman Trust Barometer survey stated that audience will 
most likely trust something when they’re exposed to it 
3-5 times.

That’s why it’s vital to be active within these channels  
Search • Social • News

Need to invite a person like ourself to spread the news and 
let their follower know our product

REACHING AUDIENCE



PRAGMATIC BUYER

SWhen the world gives you so many choices, 
and there are so many ways to get and give 

input.
What would you do?

What will prompt your judgment?

MEREKA AKAN MEMBELI PENGALAMAN

Exchangeable commodities, tangible goods, intangible 
services, and memorable experiences. "

- “Welcome to the Experience Economy” by Harvard Business Review

ALL ABOUT CURATION

The ability to choose the channels they 
want to engage, thereby creating 

personalized media and influencing 
culture

Channels used by Millennials

Millennials also weigh their personal experiences, but they appear less 
confident of their own assessments. They want their purchasing decisions to 

be informed. But they also want the peace of mind that they’ve made the right 
decision by getting a “gut check” from those who know them best. 

IBM, 2017

Millennials trust their personal experiences, but lack 
confidence in their own judgment. They want their 

purchasing decisions to be informed. But they also 
want peace of mind when they have made the right 

decision by getting a "gut check" from those closest 
to them

IBM, 2017



Audiences are 
bombarded digitally with 
lots of offers.
They got a lot of choices which resulted in 
confusion and ended up ignoring the offer.

A strong digital presence does not guarantee 
conversions because they are bombarded with 
thousands of offers; buy one get one, 
cashback, discounts and much more.

So, how do we solve this mess?



First TIER Influencer: 
Awareness

Second TIER influencer : 
Driving Consideration

Build credibility, trust, engagement

Third TIER influencer
Purchase Intention
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Influencer Marketing Strategy

THREE social influencers tiers
The famous influencers jobs is to create awareness on high or national level. While the second social tiers is the 
none famous but highly influential among their peers that creates awareness, build credibilities, drive consideration, 
and WOM to go straight purchasing the products. Use many of the secondary tiers social influencers.
And last, encourage Third Tier influencer to talk about your product



Lifestyle Enthusiast

Lifestyle Enthusiast Nano Influencers

Notnot 1,2Mio IG

Tier 1. 
Objective: 

Awareness/Premiumness
Productive ages,Gamers, lifestyle 

influencers and trend setter

Tier 2. 
Objective: Driving consideration

100  Micro Influencer, lifestyle category
Mixed of Young and Old 20-35 yo 

They will post everyday for one month. 
Entice curiosity and driving consideration 

to their follower

Tier 3. 
Amplification & Dissemination

500 nano/micro influencer  
(1000-10k follower) 

Category: Lifestyle enthusiast, Hobby
Posting KOL, gamers, sports  post 

(regram) to IG feed and story

BRAND 
REPRESENTATIVE

KEY OPINION LEADER / 
CELEBRITIES

100
CHOSEN

REPRESENTATIVE
>10K IG Followers 

ER >3%

NANO INFLUENCERS

Tora Sudiro
IG @t_orasudi_ro  1.4M

Babecabita 1,4M



HOW TO CHOOSE



First TIER Influencer: 
Awareness

Second TIER influencer : 
Driving Consideration

Build credibility, trust, engagement

Third TIER influencer
Purchase Intention
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Influencer Marketing Strategy

REMEMBER THIS?



PHASE 1: DESIGN
SET GOALS

DEVELOP CAMPAIGN
SET TIMELINES & BUDGETS

PHASE 3: MEASURE
TRACK
MONITOR

PHASE 2: ACTIVATE
INFLUENCER SELECTION

CONNECT
MANAGE

HOW TO FIND THE RIGHT ONE 
FOR YOU



1. DESIGN
"Whether it's to create awareness, build credibilities, drive consideration, 
and Word Of Mouth to go straight purchasing the products or Convince 

people to buy your product" 

Need to know the objective, what to measure, timeline and budget,  before 
we really dive into the next process. 



HOW DO YOU 
CURRENTLY 

SELECT 
INFLUENCERS?



INSTINCT?



2. ACTIVATE

SELECTION 
CRITERIA DISCOVERY VALIDATE

1 2 3



INFLUENCER 
TIER

TRAITS/
PERSONALITY

COOL
‘OLDER SISTER VIBE’

CONFIDENT
FUNNY

INTERESTS



3Rs AUTHENTICITY REPUTATION
Reach

Resonant
Relevant



The 3Rs 

REACH
Do they reach the target 

audience?

Reach metrics
Hypeauditor

RELEVANCE
Does their content 

align with your topic?

Qualitative
ask younger friend 

RESONANCE
Does the influencer 
resonate with their 

audience?

Engagement metrics
https://phlanx.com/engag

ement-calculator



THE 
DISCOVERY 
PROCESS CAN 
SOMETIMES 
FEEL LIKE 
THIS.



3. MEASURE

REMEMBER YOUR 
OBJECTIVE?





Platform TikTok Instagram YouTube Facebook Twitter

Primary 
audience

Teenage 
audience

Millennials & Gen 
Z 

Everyone, 
especially 
milennials 
and gen Z

Late 20s and 
above

Older

Good for... Extremely 
short form 
videos, 
humour, 
challenges

Strong visuals 
with artistic 
streak, but also 
realness.

Stories - 
ephemeral 
content, Q&A, 
polls

Long form 
videos, 
tutorials

Video, links to 
articles

Discussion 
around  
trending 
topics



CASE STUDY



AIA INDONESIA

AIA Indonesia held an Online event to 
introduce their new product.
Using 1.050 nano influencer to join the 
event and share it on influencers 
instagram account.

We manage to grab 15.000 live view and 
73.000 view in total on the campaign in a 
day

Live Event 
watch and share campaign 



It’s common problem, tools can’t capture all submission. Giving you a glimpse of the reach that our nano influencer 
achieve

Event in a glance 
1. 15.000 viewers
2. 1.050 post using 

#aiavitalityxlinikini
3. 303.441 engagement
4. +/- 9000 comment
5. 72.423 view, 1k like, 

249 comment





Submission base campaign

DIGITAL TRAINING 
SCHOLARSHIP



Indonesian Ministry of 
Communication and 
Informatics held a 
scholarship class for all 
indonesian under graduate.

Using 1000 nano influencer 
combine with local media 
information social media 
account. We manage to 
grab 45 thousand applicant 
in 2 weeks.

It’s common problem, tools can’t capture all submission. Giving you a glimpse of the reach that our nano influencer 
achieve



The Ministry of Trade in collaboration with the Ministry of 
Communication and Information Technology launched the 
2021 Indonesia Made Proud Day (BBI) program on May 5, 

2021. 

Carrying the theme “BanggaBuatanIndonesia”, BBI Day 
2021 aims to encourage household consumption in the midst 
of the policy of prohibiting Lebaran homecoming in order to 

break the chain of distribution. Covid-19.

The launching of BBI Day 2021 on May 5-13, 2021 is 
supported by 72 electronic commerce platforms that will 

provide a number of promotions. The Minister of Trade 
@mendaglutfi said that this year's homecoming is 

"MudikDihati", through these various promos, the public is 
expected to postpone the Eid homecoming and at the same 

time increase the people's desire to shop for Indonesian 
products.



It’s common problem, tools can’t capture all submission. Giving you a glimpse of the reach that our nano influencer 
achieve

the Ministry of 
Trade of the 
Republic of 
Indonesia. 
Use 1000 nano 
influencer to 
disseminate 
#Makinbanggabuatan
Indonesia
Reach 15mio account, 
489k likes and 12k 
comment



TULARNALAR

Google.org launched a new initiatives 
to educate indonesian about digital 
literacy together with Maarif Institute, 
Mafindo and LoveFrankie.

Using 100 Nano Influencers to launch 
the portal and we find 400% 
increasement Visitors to tularnalar.id

Launching campaign



We find correlation between the increasement of tularnalar.id visitors and 
the usage of Nano Influencers even they post on instagram feeds.



MicroInfluencer 1 post 30rb
Follower 1129
1 post get 177 likes

Reach: 1129
Engagement : 177

MacroInfluencer 1 post 
6mio
Follower 108k
1 post get 1283 likes

Reach: 108k
Engagement : 1283

With the same budget of 6mio 
macroinfluencer
Microinfluencer = 6,000,000/30,000 = 200 post 
from microinfluencer

Reach 1129 x 200 = 225,800
Engagement 117 x 200 = 35,400





THANK YOU


